I dimostrativi 8.1

Build sentences

es What animal is that? (bull)
That is a bull.

2 What animal are these? (cats)

3 What animal is that? (elephant)

4 What animals are those? (frogs)

5 What animals are these? (horses)

6 What animal is this? (hyena)

7 What animal is that? (lion)

8 What animal are these? (rabbits)

9 What animal is that? (bird)

10 What animals are those? (eagles)

Soluzioni:
(1) That is a bull. (2) These are cats. (3) That is an elephant. (4) Those are frogs. (5) These are horses. (6) This is a hyena. (7) That is a lion. (8) These are rabbits. (9) That is a bird. (10) Those are eagles.
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